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Ob/ervations on the Figure of the Earth. By Josispu 
CLAY, M. A. P. S. 

T HE fubjed of this paper was fuggefled to 
me by a perufal of the " Studies of Nature," 

by Bernardin de St. Pierre. The pofitive manner in 
which that author afferts that the earth is a prol'ate fphe- 
roid, the arrogance with which he challenges refutation,, 
and above all the erronieous theories which he has built on 
this affertion, feem to require all doubts to be removed 
by a mathematical demonliration. It is knowrn that de- 
grees of latitude increafe in length as we approach to the 
poles. Upon this ground, St. Pierre places his principal 
argument which in fubftance is that if two lines diverg- 
ing from the centre of an ellipfis, intercept a part' of the 
curve, the further that part is from the centre, the longer 
wvill it be; ancd converfely, as the arch of one degree is 
longer near the pole than an arch of one degree near the 
equator, the axis muft be longer than the equatorial dia- 
meter. IHis error arifes from fuppofing, that degrees of 
latitude are meafured by thie angles of femi-diameters of 
the meridian. This is not the cafe. The only mode of 
determining the latitude is by obferving the altitude of the 
heavenly bodies, either by the mural quadrant or fe&or 
or by Hadley's oatant. Suppofing tihe fun to be the body 
altitude of which is taken, and fuppofing it to be in the 
equator and on the meridian, the complement of its al- 
titude is equal to the latitude of the place of obfervation. 
The parallax of the fun is fo fmall, that rays of light 
coming from it may without fenfible error be confider- 
ed as coming in parallel lines; this being premifed, let 

two 
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two right lines h Io (Fig. r.) and HLO reprefent two 
tangents to the fia:me meridian; and letfJ and SL re- 
prefent two rays, parallel to each other, and to the 
common diamieter of the meridian of t}ie place and the 
equator; the angles fI h and bLH will be the altitude 
of the fun at I and L as takcn with Hadley's oLItant. 
Draw zlm alnd ZLM perpendicular to the refpca1ive 
tangents through I and L and mneeting each other in M, 
then will the angles fIz and SLZ be the latitudes of I 
and L. Hence it appears that the latitude of a place is 
meafured by the angle formed by the common dia- 
meter of the meridian and equator, and a perpendicular 
to the hor1izon of the place; for the lines Ji and SL are 
parallel to the common diameter of the equaator and me- 
ridian (by conftrudtion). Produce SL to 'T. The angle 
ST I is equal to the angle flz, and confequently to the 
latitude of I and the angle TLM (equal to SLZ) is equal 
to the latitude of L. The angle ST I is equal to the 
angles TLM and LMT taken together anid confequient- 
ly the angle LMIT is equLal to the diffe-ence between the 
two angles bT I and TLM, equal to the difference be- 
tween the latitudes of the two places. That is, the dif- 
ference of latitude between two places on the fame meri- 
dian, is meafured by the angle formed by the perpendi- 
culars to the two horizons.* 

By all the obfervations made at Greenw-ich and elfe- 
where, the altitudes of the heavenly bodies as obferved 
with the mural and plummet quadrants agree with thofe 
taken with the reflefiing or HIadley's ofaant.t Now let 
ABDE be an ellipfis (Fig. 2.) and HLO a tangent, ZLT 
a perpendicular to that tangent fL a ray of light (the 
fun being in the equator and on the meridian) f LZ is 

the 

* In this demonifration notbing, which has been before demonftrated, 
is, on that account alonc, omitted. 

T This part cf the demonflration is ncceffl;rily experimental, not mathle 
matical. 
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the fun's zenith diftance, and confequently equal to the 
latitude of the place. It is evidenit that bodies near the 
furface of the earth, are not attraated in lines paffing 
tlhrough the earth's centre; but in lines perpendicular to 
the liorizon; for if it were otherwife a plummet would 
hang in the direaion QLC (paffing through the centre 
of the el!ipfis) and the latitude of the place would in that 
cafe be equal to the angleJLQS but this angle never 
would, except under the poles and at the equator, coincide 
witlh the angle fJLZ. It is plain, therefore, that the 
difference of latitude cannot, with any inftrument, be 
meafured by the angles between lines meeting in the 
carth's centre. 

But as the difference of latitude is meafured by the 
angle formed between the perpendiculars to the two ho- 
rizons, it follows that the nearer the curve of the meri- 
dian approaches to a right line, the longer muff the part 
of the arch be which fubtends any given angle. 

Befides it is evident, that were the earth a plane, and 
of its adual diameter, no fenfible difference would be 
obferved in the fun's altitude on any part of its furface, 
and of courfe the nearer the earth approaches to a plane, 
the lefs will be the difference of altitudes obferved by 
two perfons. at any given diftance, and confequently the 
degrees of latitude muIt be longer as the earth is flatter. 

Independent of thefe circumftances, let ABDE be an 
ellipfis of which AD and BE are the axes and C the 
centre. Make CF equal to AC. Draw AF which pro- 
duce to G. Bifea AG in K. Draw KC which produce 
to L and R. Through L draw H LO parallel to AG 
and cutting AD and BE produced in 0 and H. Then 
by conics will H LO be a tangent to the curve in the 
point L. Through A draw Al perpendicular to AC and 
confequently a tangent to the curve, and LT perpendi- 
cular to LO. Now becaufe FC is equal to AC and 

FCA 
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FCA. is a right angle, the angles FAC and AFC will each 
be half of a right angle. LOOT will alfo be half of a 
right angle, becaufe LO is parallel to AF, and confe- 
quently LTO is half of a right angle. If then the 
ellipfis reprefent a meridian of the earth IA and HO will 
reprefent the common fedtions of that meridian and the 
horizons of two places; and AT, LT two perpendicu- 
lars to the horizons, and the angle ATL will be the dif- 
ference of the latitude, (equal to 450). But A is at the 
end of one of the axes of the ellipfis, and therefore the 
point L will reprefent a place in the latitude of 450. 

Since all the degrees of latitude increafe in lengthi as 
we approach to the pole, it is evident that the arch of 
450 between the latitude of 45? and the pole, will be 
longer than the arch between the equator and the latitude 
of 450. Now draw LS and LN parallel to BC and AC. 
Make BC = a, AC = c, LS = x, LN =y, LS = NC, and 
LN = CS. Then becaufe LOT is half of a right angle, 
and OSL is a right angle, OLS is alfo half of a right 
angle, therefore OS is equal to LS. In the fame manner 
we prove HN equal to LN and confequently HC equal 
to OC, putOC (= +y) =b. 

co C'% 
Then by conics y:c: : c: bandy = ..and b 

all a" 
v: a:: a: b and x=- and b 

b Xc 

Therefore c a 
y x 

Cs 

and y- x 

buta ___ at, as + cs 
but b =- = x+y= -- Xx x a 

a 4=a'+ c x x' 
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a 
a+ c 

c 2_ c 

Y aA V a'+c' 
2 

b =-a = Va + c 
x 

Put z = the length of the elliptic arch AL 
v = that of BL 

a = -ax _ z by the nature of the curve: 

put a c =c d' then z = x X 

Va4r dx2 xz a4 _d` Px X 
VxX a a2 .* z the fluent of x 

/a'? -;Cz a a - x a 

42 2} d22 dx dx d 
ao-dXx =a2 8'a? 6az? I28al+X&c 

2 4 6 

2 x x x 5 

a dz xz a2 - ~ - -~~-,&c &c 

2,a 8a3 i6a 128 a' 
The former of which feries being divided by the lat. 

C?CZ X4 C x 
ter, the quotient is a + 2 + 8 7 X 3 a" + dz+ ' x 

C2 X8 
5a4+ 2a2d2+d4 + I28as x 35a6+ISa4d'+9gad4+5d6, 

&c. which multiplied by 
x 

becomes 
a 

C*X CX2 4 X C26 X 

2a4 
+ 8a8 x 3a+d O6a'a xa a +2a2d+d4 

12 X8. 

+ 8 6 X 35a4+ Sa4d2+9a2d4+5d6, &c. the 

fluent of which is 
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c x3 c'x' c x7 z~ad 

x+ 2 + 8 3 x3a'+d' + 7.16, a4+2aaXd'+ 
3 2 9 a_____a_ 79_i_6_al _s_X 

c x 

+9.12 8aIX35 a'+ isa4 d+9a2d4+5dd, &c. and 
8 

a'~~~~~~~~~ a a 
by fubftituting for x its value ,gor 

a ac a c a c 
z- +-+----- 3a + d' 2ad%d 

b3.2b3 5.8bs 7.i6b7 X7a4+2d'+d 

ac -6 +I d4 ad 
+9 28bxX35a +15a d'+9a'd'+sd6, &c. again 

4 

t=c Jc'-y' 

Which thrown into a feries becomes, 
4/4 ~~d2yx d4y-4 d6.y6 S d'yo 4+ d 'y2= c2 + y 

2 +2 8c + i 6 C i28 c"' 
y2 y4 ,6 sy9 

; 

/c2 -y` =c- 
- -_ &c 
z C 8 C i6c' 128 C7 

The former of which being divided by the latter be. 
comes, 

ay+ + y a45 

+ z8 CX 35 c6 x5 c'd' + 9 c' d4-5 d6, &c. which 

being multiplied by 21 is 
C 

v =j + -.Y + Y x 3 C% t-mmd% + ,, x 
2 C 8 C 6c 

5 c4-2 c' dz +d4 + ix 3Sc6-15 C +9 d 
128 c' 

the fluent of which is 

32C4 5.8 8X 3C1_ dl + a 
S C4-2c2d1+d4 

VOL. V. Tt + 
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9.12876 X 35c6 15 C4 d' + 9 c and whenv the 
feries becomes 

;3 a2; + a'+ X 3 cz- dz + a _b X Sc -2 cz d + d4 
1' 3.2.b3 5.8 bs 7.l6 b7 

+ - j, 35 15 d"+9c 45d6 but z = b+ a _ 
+9. i 28b b 3.2t13 

+a X a+a cpXS 4+2a%d-z+d4 + 
a 
sb Jr a C X 3 a,' t d" + 7 6wX 7 

5,zb 

X 35a6 + 15a4d + 9ald4 + 5 d-. 

From a comparifon of thefe two equations, it will be 
feen that the law of continuation is the fame in both, 
excepting that in the value of v, the figns of the odd 
powers of dX are negative, whereas in the value of z all 
the figns are affirmative. The powers and coefficients of 
a, c, and d, in the correfponding terms are the fame; 
and to whatever number of terms the feries may be car- 
ried, it is evident that this will fill be the cafe. Hence 
if a be greater than c every term, except the fecond, of 
the equation of the value of z, will be greater than the 
correfponding term of the equation of the value of v; 
confequently the fum of the feries = z will be greater 
than the fum of the feries = v: that is, if a be greater 
than c, z will be greater than v. Converfely if z be 
greater than v, a will be greater than c. If a = c, d' 
will vanifh and the two feries will be equal to each other. 
If c be greater than a, da will be negative, and the odd 
powers of d' in the feries = z, will in this cafe be nega- 
tive, but in the feries = v the odd powers of d' will be. 
come affirmative, and v will be greater than z; con. 
verfely if v be greater than z, c will be greater than a. 

Hience, 
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Hence, if the arch AL exceed the arch LB, BC is 
greater than AC; but, if AD reprefent the axis of the 
earth, and BE the equatorial diameter, it is found by ac. 
tual meafurement, that each degree of the arch AL is 
greater than a degree of the arch BL, and confequently 
the whole arch AL is greater than the whole arch L3L, 
and therefore BC is greater than AC, Q<,E. D. 

T t z Noo 
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